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Abstract. Simulation codes often suffer from high memory require-
ments. This holds in particular if they are memory-bounded, and, with
multicore systems coming up, the problem will become even worse as
more and more cores have to share the memory connections. To opti-
mise data structures with respect to memory manually is error-prone
and cumbersome.

This paper presents the tool DaStGen translating classes declared in
C++ syntax and augmented by new keywords into plain C++ code.
The tool automates the record optimisation, as it analyses the potential
range of each attribute, and as the user can restrict this range further.
Herefrom, the generated code stores multiple attributes within one sin-
gle primitive type. Furthermore, the tool derives user-defined MPI data
types for each class. Using the tool reduces any algorithm’s memory foot-
print, it speeds up memory-bounded applications such as CFD codes, and
it hides technical details of MPI applications from the programmer.

1 Introduction

Writing software for the Computational Sciences is a task becoming more and
more challenging: For several years, performance has been the only metric mea-
suring the quality of software. Today, scientists insist on fast code that, in addi-
tion, is extendable, portable, maintainable and is delivered in time keeping step
with the hardware’s and algorithms’ development. Furthermore, the software is
to be embedded seamlessly into the whole simulation pipeline [10].

Many approaches have been developed to tackle these challenges: Problem
solving environments [9] address the software’s integration into the application
landscape. Sophisticated language libraries such as expression templates [12] and
well-engineered, standardised application programming interfaces such as MPI
allow for an abstraction from hardware and optimisation details. Domain spe-
cific languages enable scientists and engineers to concentrate on modelling, and
profiling tools and simulators [13] detect bottlenecks during the development.
All these examples are chosen arbitrarily, and the list is to be continued.

In this paper, we focus on the question whether the object modelling facilities
of C++ are satisfying for scientific software. Several observations can be made:
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– The range of a variable’s value frequently is well-known in Scientific Comput-
ing. C++ cannot exploit this knowledge which results in a waste of memory:
Two integers with range from 0 to 500, e.g., typically consume eight bytes
although the whole information could be stored within two bytes.

– Many algorithms don’t have to store all their record’s attributes all the
time. Often, some attributes are not needed for example in-between two
iterations. In analogy to databases, we either call an attribute persistent or
non-persistent if we want to be able to discard it. With C++, there is no way
to define attributes that are sometimes not to be stored within containers
depending on the object’s life cycle.

– Mapping C++ classes onto MPI data types is an error-prone task as the
language has no built-in support for MPI and as developers often are experts
in Mathematics, Physics or Engineering, e.g., and not that familiar with MPI
interna.

During the development of a new CFD code called Peano [1], these issues came
into play. They even influence considerably any realisation discussion up to now:
CFD codes often are memory-bounded [4]. High memory requirements for ob-
jects that are processed each iteration are thus annoying. As we implement a
domain decomposition [2], each developer has to map his records onto MPI data
types. All the people involved have a strong mathematical and CFD background.
To force them to think about memory layout, techniques saving individual bits
and MPI specifics keeps people from their actual work and, sometimes, the re-
sulting code does not meet high quality standards.

Thus, we extend the C++ programming language with new modelling di-
rectives and provide a code generator acting as preprocessor and mapping these
extensions onto standard C++. The generator is called DaStGen (data structure
generator). We implemented it as plain, lightweight, stand-alone tool in Java, i.e.
it does not require any third-party components and is easy to extend and tailor.
The parser front-end is realised with SableCC [3]. Using DaStGen reduces the
amount of memory needed by the application, reduces the development time,
and reduces the number of bugs typically introduced by programmers. In this
paper, we present the generator and the language extension, as we believe that
many C++ applications besides CFD codes can also benefit from the techniques
implemented.

Hereby, we turn our attention to the primitive built-in C++ types apart from
floating point numbers, and we discuss how to reduce the amount of memory
required for them. We have not found a similar, as simple to use and lightweight
tool for this issue so far. Also, we touch on the subject inheritance, but we
do not take into account all the problems introduced by pointers and dynamic
data structures. The idea to generate MPI data types automatically is not new.
Actually, it has been discussed several times in more detail including dynamic
data structures and pointers (see the tools MPIECC [11] or C++2MPI [5], e.g.).
Nevertheless, our restricted but much simpler solution fits perfectly into the
concept of a precompiler reducing memory requirements, our solution allows for
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exchange of a subset of an object’s attributes, and the resulting code comes along
without requiring for additional libraries and tools.

The remainder is organised as follows: First, we present the extension of the
C++ class declaration directives, and we specify the mapping onto plain C++
(Sec. 2). Second, we give three small application examples extracted from the
CFD code: classes for a solver for the Poisson equation, classes for an adaptive
Cartesian grid management, and, finally, a combination of the two into a solver
for the Poisson equation on adaptive Cartesian grids (Sec. 3). Third, we show the
reduction of memory requirements, a source code extract proving the amount of
manual work saved, as well as some preliminary runtime results (Sec. 4). Some
concluding remarks in Sec. 5 close the discussion.

2 Specification

In DaStGen, the user defines classes’ attributes in C++ syntax. These attributes
have to have a built-in type. Arrays are supported. The generator converts the
specification into C++ code where the attributes are hidden and setter and get-
ter operations are provided. Hereby, DaStGen also supports preprocessor macros
and compile-time constants. The user just has to declare the latter ones with the
keyword Constant: before they are used. Afterwards, one can for example define
an attribute double a[D], where D is a symbol defined when the generated code
is compiled.

2.1 Boolean Attributes and Bit Fields

If an attribute’s type is boolean, C++ realises the attribute inefficiently in terms
of memory, as the compiler maps the type onto a primitive data type such as
byte [6]. The attributes of the instances of the class in Fig. 1, e.g., are mapped to
a sequence of 2+D primitives. If a boolean is stored in one byte, this results in a
memory need of 2+D bytes for information that could be encoded in 2+D bits.
DaStGen tracks all the booleans and arrays of booleans in a class, and stores the
resulting information into one single primitive per class — the target bit field.

Fig. 1. Very simple class declaration (left) and corresponding target bit field storing
all the D + 2 bit values (right). This target bit field would be used if all the attributes
were marked as packed.
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The type of the bit field is declared via Packed-Type: and it typically is a byte
or an integer.

In the example in Fig. 1, the target bit field’s first bit represents the value of
attribute a, the bits 1 up to D represent b, and the (D + 2)th bit holds c. The
generated getter and setter extract and modify information within the bit field.
They are implemented via fast bit-wise operations. Whether DaStGen packs
data into the target bit field or maps it directly on a standard C++ attribute is
controlled via the keyword packed for each attribute, i.e. the mapping is applied
only if the keyword packed is written before the type of an attribute. The code
in Fig. 1 lacks this keyword. Thus, it would be mapped 1:1 onto a C++ class.

2.2 Enumerations and Integers with Restricted Range

As enumerations are mapped onto numbers by any C++ compiler internally, the
idea is obvious to take them into account for the bit packing, too. Otherwise, each
enumeration with k variants needs at least one byte, although one could encode
the information in �log2 k� bits. Hence, DaStGen reserves a fitting number of bits
within the target bit field for each enumeration type and stores the information
there, if the enumeration attribute is marked by packed.

A similar reasoning holds for integers where the range is known a priori.
DaStGen allows the programmer to append from x to y to any integer at-
tribute marked with packed and, afterwards, uses only the actual number of
bits required to store the value. This works for an arbitrary number of integers.

Fig. 2. The persistent attributes are stored within an embedded type of their own
(left). Furthermore, all the packed attributes of type boolean, array of bit and integer
augmented by a range are stored within one bit field. Right-hand side: Adaptive grid
resolving a singularity for the Poisson equation.
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2.3 Persistent Attributes

Characteristically for Scientific Computing, often not all the attributes of a class
are valid throughout the complete object life cycle. For our PDE solver, e.g., we
had temporary variables such as the local residual being important during an
iteration but useless in-between two iterations. If one stores objects within a
container (an array, e.g.), the size of the object determines the memory needed
as the container does not know which attributes have semantics and which do
not and, thus, are not to be stored. Memory is wasted.

Hence, we introduce the keyword pair persistent and discard. For the
generated C++ class, DaStGen creates an embedded subclass holding only at-
tributes marked as persistent (see Fig. 2). Depending on the programmer’s
needs, one can thus store the complete object or only this embedded type. Get-
ters, setters and a constructor to read and modify the embedded type are created
automatically.

2.4 Attributes Sent Via MPI

MPI offers the powerful mechanism of user-defined data types making MPI work
with C++ objects. Nevertheless, to write the mapping between C++ classes and
the MPI data types is error-prone, and the code has to be updated every time
the data structure is modified. This task becomes cumbersome if several #ifdef
require for different mappings to be written for different compile environments.

DaStGen automatically generates user-defined MPI data types for all #ifdef
combinations. Similar to Sec. 2.3, users often want to communicate only a subset
of the attributes in order to downsize the MPI messages. Thus, DaStGen intro-
duces an additional keyword parallelize (or the equivalent parallelise) to
mark attributes to be taken into account for communication via MPI.

Each generated class then has a public static attribute Datatype of type
MPI_Datatype. The attribute can be passed to MPI opperations like any built-in
MPI type. Thus, the generated code does neither require any additional libraries
or files, nor does DaStGen pose any restrictions on the type of MPI operations.
The user can send and receive both (subsets of) objects and arrays of them. A
serialisation of data connected by pointers is beyond our scope.

2.5 Inheritance and Hierarchy Flattening

The additional attribute markers of DaStGen allow for a significant reduction
of object size by packing information into bit fields and distinguishing between
attributes that are persistent and those that are not. Furthermore, DaStGen
simplifies the communication via MPI. To facilitate the modelling of data struc-
tures, we find it useful to support inheritance. Yet, if the inheritance is mapped
directly to C++ inheritance, this implies additional memory requirements to
hold the inheritance relationship, and it keeps DaStGen from optimising the
memory consumptions aggressively.
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If a class holds one bit and one of several subclasses holds another bit, these
two bits cannot be packed into one target bit field with standard C++ mech-
anisms. Although a workaround might be possible, we decided to introduce a
flattening operator into DaStGen: Every time DaStGen is passed a (multiple)
inheritance with the keyword Extends:, the involved classes are merged and the
hierarchy is removed. This works for multiple levels of inheritance, too. After-
wards, the merged class is processed as a standard class modelled via DaStGen.
The inheritance structure is thus lost in the generated code, but the memory
consumption can be reduced. Furthermore, the generation of MPI datatypes
works straightforward.

2.6 Name Transformations, MPI Aspects and C++ Interna

Some additional features such as a plugin mechanism to add aspects [7] to the gen-
erated code or to validate class and attribute names concerning coding conventions
complete the generator. For the application examples, e.g., we provide a plugin
adding send() and receive()operations to the classes, and adding #pragmapack
directives to tune the memory layout to minimal memory requirements.

3 Application Example

The following three examples extracted from our CFD code Peano [1] demon-
strate the DaStGen extensions in action. In the end, we will use them to measure
the gain in memory efficiency in Sec. 4.

3.1 A Solver for the Poisson Equation

For a simple solver for the Poisson equation arising from our CFD code’s pressure
computation, we modelled the unknowns of the PDE as follows:

Packed-Type: short int;
class poisson::PoissonDoF {
enum DoFState { UNDEF, INNER, DIRICHLET };
persistent packed DoFState state;
persistent double rhs;
persistent parallelise double value;
discard parallelise double residual;
discard long int vertexNumber;

};

Throughout the solver iteration, the local residual is needed for computations
and the degree of freedom’s number of is required by the visualisation interface.
Both values are not to be stored in between iterations. For parallelisation, the
solver implements a domain decomposition. Hereby, only the unknown’s actual
value and the residual have to be interchanged as all the other values can be
determined locally.
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3.2 An Adaptive Grid Management

Besides the solver, we implemented a grid management for adaptive Cartesian
grids [8]. Here, the basic element is the grid vertex holding all local structural
information such as refinement properties, refinement status and the information
if the vertex is a hanging node. Information on the vertex’s position and refine-
ment level is only stored or communicated in the debug mode. Thus, debugging
becomes easier.

Constant: DIMENSIONS;
class grid::Vertex {
enum RefinementControl {

UNREFINED,REFINED,REF_TRIGGERED,REFINING,COARS_TRIGGERED,COARSENING
};
persistent packed bool isPersistentVertex;
persistent parallelise packed RefinementControl refinementControl;
persistent parallelise packed bool refinementData[DIMENSIONS];
#ifdef Debug
persistent parallelise packed int level;
persistent double x[DIMENSIONS];
#endif

};

3.3 An Adaptive Poisson Solver

Finally, we combined the code for solving the Poisson equation with the adap-
tive grid management. The class fitting to this combination has to hold the at-
tributes of both the Poisson solver’s and the adaptive grid management’s class.
To avoid code duplication, we introduced a new vertex class inheriting from the
two classes. Hereby, PoissonDoF.def and Vertex.def are the file names the
examples from above are written to.

Extends: PoissonDoF.def;
Extends: Vertex.def;
class poisson::PoissonVertex {};

4 Results

This section evaluates the influence of the DaStGen features on our CFD code.
The experiments were conducted on a Pentium 4, 3.4 GHz processor with 2
GByte RAM. They yield three interesting observations: First, due to packing
the bits and splitting up the data into persistent and not persistent attributes,
the amount of memory required per object is reduced by a factor of two or
more (Table 1). The memory reduction effect especially benefits from the inheri-
tance flattening: The size of PoissonVertex is smaller than Vertex’s size added
PoissonDoF’s size.

Second, there’s no runtime breakdown to be observed although the getter
and setter for the packed records now incorporate several bit shift operations
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Table 1. Number of bytes required with different features from Sec. 2 enabled. d
represents the constant DIMENSIONS. Memory alignment is switched off.

poisson grid poisson grid poisson
PoissonDoF Vertex PoissonVertex Vertex PoissonVertex

d=2 d=2 d=3 d=3
debug mode 36 19 55 20 56
1:1 mapping 36 7 43 8 44
persistent 20 7 27 8 28
packed 34 2 34 2 34
persistent
and packed 18 2 18 2 18
memory
improvement 2 3.5 2, 38 4 2, 44

(Fig. 3). Further investigations are necessary, but the result suggests that the
amount of additional work to be done is compensated by the speedup due to
the reduction of data to be transferred by the memory bus. This does not hold
if one artificially increases the computational work to be done per instance, i.e.
this property only holds for memory-bounded algorithms.
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Fig. 3. Runtime per object instance for 1:1 mapping and the version generated by
DaStGen. Measurements result from the two-dimensional case.

Finally, the source code fragment in Fig. 4 shows how many technical details
for the mapping of C++ classes onto MPI data types can be hidden from the
developer due to the usage of the generator.
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Fig. 4. Source code extract from the generated MPI data type declaration (left). Typ-
ical grid for our CFD experiments (right).

5 Concluding Remarks

DaStGen is a small but powerful tool to map augmented C++ classes to a
memory efficient realisation supporting MPI in plain C++. The resulting code
requires less memory than a standard implementation, and it runs faster when
the application is memory-bounded. Although writing the efficient implemen-
tation manually is not of great difficulty for an experienced programmer, using
DaStGen is of great value: It reduces the coding time significantly, it reduces the
number of bugs in pure technical parts of the code, it allows the programmer
to focus on algorithms and semantics instead of the realisation, and it enhances
the readability and reusability of the model.

With all the multicore systems coming up, we believe that the performance
impact of the records’ size will become more and more important. Throughout
the discussion of the record size, we have concentrated on integers and enumer-
ations. Yet, the bigger part of a simulation’s memory footprint typically stems
from floating point numbers. How to apply a packing to these is not clear a
priori. Furthermore, it is questionable whether the performace would benefit, as
no equivalent for the fast bit-wise operations is available, as many architectures
handle floats completely different compared to integers (they are not held in the
L1-cache, e.g.), and as floating point operations last long. Although DaStGen’s
valuable keyword persistent is independent of this reasoning, further research
on record size reduction might be profitable.

Right now, getting rid of technical details enables faster rapid application
prototyping, and, due to simple modelling facilities, people are more willing to
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evaluate different algorithmic approaches based upon different record layouts.
From a technical point of view, the parallel extension of any application’s part
becomes simpler. Hence, the tool shows how scientific code—especially memory-
bounded code—benefits from application and domain specific language exten-
sions allowing for sophisticated modelling, efficient memory usage and aspect
oriented programming.
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